
As designers, typography is one of the fundamental tools of our trade. However, 
after observing student work over the years, I have found that many students 
are overwhelmed by the challenge of working with large amounts of type in the 
context of a multi-page document.
abcThis class is meant to help you meet that challenge. By the end of this class 
you will be able to select type confidently and be able to work gracefully with it. 
You should feel confident and passionate about selecting and setting type once 
we fill in the gaps of your typographic knowledge. 
abcMaybe your experience with typography has been like my own: when I was 
in school, I often felt confused about insecure about working with type. Typog-
raphy sometimes seemed like a secret society, with rituals and “handshakes” 
that the select few knew, but were not sharing. It seemed that nobody could  
describe what made type beautiful. I seemed to only hear about what was NOT 
working. Gradually, I began to learn about and truly love the craft of working 
with type. Now the study and use of type is one of my passions as a teacher and 
a designer.
abcDuring the quarter we will focus on type selection, hierarchy, page dynam-
ics, margins, grids, constants and variables. We will work with organization of 
material and content, pacing and flow, body text, display text, captions., spac-
ing: all decisions that can enhance your understanding of and appreciation for 
type. It is my hope that the skills you gain in this class will be useful to you in all 
projects, whether they be print or electronic. 
abcOver the course of the quarter, we will work on a series of exercises de-
signed to enhance your skills in type selection, page composition, margins, the 
golden section, grids, hyphens and dashes, and hyphenation and justification. 
We will have in-class workshops dealing with all aspects of working beautifully 
with type. You will also design and execute a book (there are three choices 
as far as direction for this project. All will be discussed during our first class.) 
Regardless of the direction you choose, this book will meld type and image, 
showcasing your advanced knowledge of typography. Please remember that the 
focus of this project is working with large amounts of TYPE.
abcIt is my hope that at the end of this class, you will produce a print piece 
that you can be proud of, and in the process learn skills that will be applicable 
throughout your schooling and career.

Expectations
This class will be a combination of workshops, exercises, in-class critiques, and 
small and larger group meetings. You are required to attend all classes and 
meetings. If an emergency arises, you must contact me before class. (I am at 
Portfolio Center all day on Thursdays, and the best way to reach me there is via 
my cell phone: 404 308 9510.) Class begins promptly. We have a great deal to 
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cover and lateness and unexcused absences are disruptive and unacceptable. 
If you accumulate three unexcused absences over the course of the quarter, I 
will have you removed from the class. You will need the permission of Hank 
Richardson to be readmitted to the class.
abcCritique is an essential part of the learning experience in this class. Those 
who participate the most will get the most out of the class. Please take chances!  
Experiment and take risks. Strong mistakes are preferable to safe, timid  
solutions. I expect you to passionately engage with the material and with 
typography.  This class will be a comfortable place to take risks. Please do not 
be defensive about criticism in this class! The goal is to push you to new places 
and accomplishments, and to help you feel confident with the choices you make 
regarding typography.

abcBelow are some books that I recommend as great resources. All are avail-
able on Amazon. We will also be talking about great web resources throughout 
the quarter.

Books (required)
1. Book Design (Abrams Studio/paperback) by Andrew Haslam
2. The Complete Manual of Typography by James Felici

Books (recommended reference: if you don’t already own these, they are 
well worth the investment.)
1. Thinking with Type: A Critical Guide for Designers, Writers, Editors,  
& Students (Design Briefs) by Ellen Lupton
2. Stop Stealing Sheep & Find Out How Type Works (2nd Edition) by Erik 
Spiekermann
3. Type Directors Club Annuals
4. Grid Systems and Geometry of Design: Studies in Proportion and Composition 
by Kimberly Elam.
5. The Elements of Typographic Style by Robert Bringhurst

Assignment Choices:
(note: each project involves designing a book with extensive amounts of run-
ning text, display text and images.)

1. Senses
A woven narrative dealing with one of the five senses. You will be given a sec-
tion from Diane Ackerman’s book: A Natural History of the Senses. This will 
form the primary text for your book. Then you will find an existing text dealing 
with your assigned sense. The found text can be poetry, a piece of short fiction 
or a non-fiction essay. The third piece of the book will be created by you. You 
will keep a sense journal and think about how you use this sense. Perhaps you 
do an experiment and track it on a daily basis. Perhaps you look at how technol-
ogy has changed the way you use this sense. This part is up to you. All three 
sense narratives will be integrated into one book. 

2. Dance/Choreography: Art in Motion
You have numerous choices within this area/topic. You can work with an existing text 
about dance or by a dancer. Several that come to mind: 101 Stories of the Great Ballets 
by George Balanchine, writings and letters of August Bournonville, Apollo’s Angels: A 
History of Ballet by Jennifer Homans, Merce Cunningham: Dancing in Time and Space. 
There are many other possible sources for text excerpts. Examining dance using type and 
image offers unique challenges and rewards as far as pacing, concept and design. You 
could also use excerpts from any of these texts to create a commemorative program or 
book for a dance company.

3. A Collection of Short Stories or A Novel:
For this option you can work with at least three and no more than six short stories by one 
of the following authors. If you have an idea for a book that is not on this list, please let 
me know the title and the author and we can discuss it:
Jorge Borges, stories.
Julio Cortazar (BlowUp and Other Stories, Hopscotch)
Italo Calvino (If On A Winter’s Night a Traveller, Invisible Cities)
Junot Diaz (This is How You Lose Her, Drown, The Brief Wonderous Life of Oscar Wao)
Philip K. Dick (Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?)
John Cheever
Jack London
Jeanette Walls (The Glass Castle)
Annie Dillard (nature and philosophy)
Elissa Schappell (Blueprint for Building Better Girls)
Miranda July (No One Belongs Here More Than You)
Raymond Carver (one of my absolute favorites: What We Talk About When We Talk 
About Love and Where I’m Calling From are two of his best collections. Just amazing!)
Flannery O’Connor (stories)
Carson McCullers 
Katherine Anne Porter
F. Scott Fitzgerald
Ann Beattie (The New Yorker Stories is a great new anthology of her stories)
Jhumpa Lahiri (Interpreter of Maladies)
Lorrie Moore (fabulous! One of the best short story writers working today: Birds of 
America, Anagrams, and Self-Help are three of her books of short fiction)
Robin Black
Lydia Davis
Annie Proulx
Andrea Barrett
Alice Munro (Canadian author, wonderful stories. There are many books to choose from)
Laurie Colwin (Home Cooking ,More Home Cooking, The Lone Pilgrim, and lots more) 
Joan Didion (Play It as It Lays, Slouching Toward Bethlehem, The White Album)

You can choose any author on this list (all are wonderful and vetted by Tania and I) learn 
about them, read their work, and choose three to six of their stories to combine with 
imagery to create a very visual book.



In Class: Introduction. Watch Irma Boom and Chip Kidd. Introduce assignment. Explain type journal.
Studio Work: Come up with three strong possibilities for your class project. Each should have a 
detailed presentation and Mood Board.

In Class: Review project proposals and mood boards. Discuss type journal. Discuss choosing type for 
text and display. Begin margin studies (bring paper and black marker or pencil to class). Preliminary 
grid discussion.
Studio Work: Begin type journal. Sketch grid thumbnails. Begin exploring type specs. Gather all mate-
rial, visuals and typographic, necessary for your project. Complete all research.

In Class: Discuss grids, the page and the golden section. Exercise: composing the page (please bring 
black, dark grey and light grey paper, glue stick white paper cut to page size and taped together as 
spread)
Studio Work: Create spec book (include type choices, grid, etc.) . Three spreads.

In Class: Grids, baseline grids, style sheets, running heads, working with constants and variables. 
Review initial spreads
Studio Work: Revise initial spreads and create four more. Present as spreads for next class

In Class: Review continued progress on book. Discuss hyphenation and justification: how to make 
them work for you.
Studio Work: Continue to refine and produce. Initial cover design concepts

In Class: Critique work. Discuss fine typographic detail: rags, dashes vs. hyphens, project check list.
Studio Work: All sections of senses book should be complete for next class. Bind a dummy of your 
book. Refine cover.

In Class: Small group meetings
Studio Work: Continue designing and refining

In Class: Paired meetings. complete comp of main project
Studio Work: Correction and production

Studio Week. Production. 

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Week 7

Week 8

Week 9

Week 10

Week 11 Critique Week

Type-ology Weekly Schedule

In Class: Pacing and flow, spacing (leading and kerning), review new and revised spreads.
Studio Work: Refine and continue to design.

Reading assigments will be given during class. This schedule is subject to revision at instructor’s discretion.


